
Cannabis Irrigation Supply 
    KH001 

     12 Outlet Manifold Kit for Greenhouse and Hydroponics 
 

  Installing the KH001 Kit 
 

1) First choose how many of the 12 outlets on the D061 you will be using. If you will not be 
using all of them then use the soft rubber caps to close off any unwanted outlets. To do this, 
open the 12 outlet head by unscrewing it, remove the clear filter element and place a single 
rubber cap over an outlet you wish to close. 
Note: If some plants need more water that others, you can use more than one outlet per pot. 
 
2) Insert the smooth end of the converter barb into the opening on the outside of each outlet. 
Push them in tight while you twist them, make them nice and snug. DO NOT use any kind of 
pliers to push them in, it will ruin the barbed end and the microtube will not seal when 
installed. 
 
3) If you opened the cover, make sure to replace the clear filter, then screw it back on. 
 
4) Place the 12 outlet head onto one end of the grey 1/2" riser. Teflon tape can be used but is 
not required. 
 
5) Install the riser with the 12 outlet head on it into whichever PVC Tee you will be using (see 
"Connecting to your water supply line" below). On this connection we suggest one or two 
wraps of Teflon tape. 
 
6) Now that your 12 outlet head is in its final location, installed to the water supply, you need to 
install the 1/4" microtube. Take one end of the microtube and push it over the converter barb. 
Wiggle it back and forth as you push it on, take your time, it has to be tight not to pop off or 
leak. Make sure it is pushed up completely over the barb. 
 
7) Take the 1/4" microtube you just connected and run it to the plant or pot where you want 
the dripper to water. Cut the microtube a little long just in case........and install the dripper on 
the end. Then use a stake to position the dripper in the exact location you want it. Repeat with 
all open outlets. 
Note: These are check valve drippers which means they will not drain out any water remaining 
in the line once the water source is turned off and pressure drops. If you have elevation 
differences between drippers, say in taller or shorter pots or if the 12 outlet head is above all 
the drippers you will not get drainage out of the lowest dripper. This allows for very precise 
water quantities to plants. 
 


